Outline Programme

1. Linked Data Application Architectures
2. Applying Linked Data in different Domains
3. Data Linking and Fusion
4. Describing Data on the Web

(note: slight offset with WWW2009 breaks)
Presentation Arrangements

• Goal: (slightly) less presentation, more discussion

• 10 mins for presentation/demo

• 10 mins for questions/discussion

• Community matters => introduce yourself!
Tonight: Linked Data Gathering

• Food, drink and lightning talks
• Traditional Spanish restaurant
  ‒ Set menu of Spanish specialities for sharing, try a bit of everything
• Sign up by 1pm today at:
  ‒ http://esw.w3.org/topic/SwoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/MadridGathering (http://is.gd/tjoF)
• Directions etc also on the ESW wiki
• Drinks sponsored by The Guardian